Platelet Rich Plasma Application to Prevent Wound Complications
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Recently, there are numerous medical treatment options for disorders we used to operate before. Platelet rich plasma (PRP) is nowadays routinely used in medicine especially in orthopaedics and for cosmetic purposes. PRP with high rates of platelets and growth factors included in accelerates wound healing in numerous tissues [1,2]. It contains platelet derived growth factor, epithelial growth factor, fibroblast growth factor, transforming growth factors. It accelerates wound healing. An advantage of PRP is, it is prepared from patient’s own blood and there are no important side effects caused by PRP. It is not allergic or irritant for the body.

In treatment of incisional hernias, synthetic mesh used may cause complications like seroma formation. Here, the author want to present a case operated for a huge incisional hernia. After placement of 30 cm × 30 cm polypropylene mesh anteriorly, patient had seroma formation. Seroma was drained and 6 months after the surgery patient had a huge subcutaneous pouch over the mesh. There was serous drainage at the incision scar. Bacterial cultures revealed no infection. PRP applied to the pouch. At the first application, only one side of the pouch was filled with diluted PRP. After one week, it is observed that PRP applied side of the pouch was closed. Then, PRP applied to the other side of the pouch. One month after the first application, the whole pouch was closed and there was no fistula opening at the skin. Six months after the application the patient has no fistula.

PRP has increasing effect on collagen synthesis [3,4]. At this case, it accelerated fibrosis and mesh adhesion to the subcutaneous fatty tissue. In management of such difficult cases PRP application can be very helpful. Even in a previous study, our team showed nonsurgical treatment of pilonidal disease by using PRP [5]. PRP accelerates wound healing and it can even close a sinus formation by activating tissue healing pathways.

Seroma formation and followed wound infection is also an important problem flap operations especially in breast and pilonidal sinus surgery. There are numerous flap methods described for treatment of pilonidal disease. Wound infection and seroma formation are common problems for all of those flap procedures. Recent literature showed us, in pilonidal sinus surgery tension free procedures have better results. However, these tension free procedures necessitate the subcutaneous tissue to be released and facilitate seroma formation. Preoperative PRP use can facilitate flap adhesion and therefore, prevent seroma formation.

In some studies [6,7], effects of PRP in prevention of wound complications after surgical procedures has shown. As PRP can reduce wound infection rate, it can be used to prevent wound complications. Especially in contaminated cases routine use can be suggested. However, there is a huge gap in literature about the routine use of PRP in abdominal surgery. An infection preventive, autologous body product can be very helpful in complicated cases. We need more studies about the role of PRP in surgical procedures.

To conclude we need experimental studies with PRP to show its beneficial effects on surgical wounds. Further studies would highlight this issue.
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